Report Think Bike Workshop Newcastle
November 4, 2013

Report by Marjolein de Lange, Dutch Cycling Embassy

1. ThinkBike workshop
Monday November 4, 2013, the Dutch Cycling Embassy organized a ThinkBike workshop in
Newcastle’s Civic Centre. This workshop was commissioned by, and in cooperation with, the city of
Newcastle. The program can be found in Appendix 1.
The objective of a ThinkBike workshop is to introduce local traffic professionals into the Dutch
experience of bicycle inclusive planning by tentatively implementing Dutch traffic planning principles
in a local traffic situation.
In Newcastle the bicycle connection from Town Moor to the city centre will be investigated, with a
focus on the viaduct over motorway A167 and the roundabout of Claremont Road and the slipways
of the motorway 1.
Some 25 local traffic professionals took part in the workshop, officers of the city of Newcastle and
the surrounding councils, traffic specialists of cyclists organization and Councilor Marion Talbot,
Newcastle Council's lead member for cycling. A list of participants can be found in Appendix 2.
Councilor Marion Talbot opened the workshop and expressed the commitment of the Newcastle city
council to improve bicycling in and around Newcastle and learn from the Dutch experience.
The workshop was given by two Dutch bicycle experts, Bas Govers, town planner at the consultancy
firm Goudappel Coffeng and Marjolein de Lange, cycling expert at the Dutch Cycling Embassy.
The Think Bike workshop preceded the Love Cycling Go Dutch conference in Newcastle on November
5th. The results of the Think Bike workshop were presented to the participants of the conference.

1

The location can be found at: http://goo.gl/maps/6BkdF
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2. Presentations
An introduction of the Dutch way of bicycle-inclusive planning and design was given in several
presentations by the Dutch team 2.
2.1 Past, present and future of Cycling in the Netherlands
The workshop started with an introduction to the development of cycling in the Netherlands.
Starting with the period up till the 1950’s when the bicycle was very well used and was included in
spatial planning. After that a degradation of the position of the bicycle set by the upcoming car. The
growing motorization led to major investments in infrastructure for cars, outside of and within built
up area. The growing number of cars also led to huge road danger and hindrance for cyclists and
pedestrians esp. within towns and cities. Due to all this levels of cycling were decreasing rapidly.
These kinds of developments were not only seen in the Netherlands but in many other countries
were car traffic was growing.

The Netherlands differ from other countries in having rediscovered the bicycle as a serious means of
(urban) transport since the 1970’s, as can be seen in the graph above.
This rediscovery of the bicycle was initiated by wide spread civil indignation about the road danger,
esp. for the vulnerable road users, and the enormous amount of space that cars were taking up in
cities. Organizations such as Stop de Kindermoord (‘Stop the Child Murder’ that focused on road
danger for children) and Fietsersbond (Cyclists’ Union, that promotes cycling as an clever means of
transport and strived for better facilities for cyclists) played an important role in canalizing the civil
outrage into large demonstrations and pleads for improvements.
The public demand for better road safety and restraining the car in the city was adopted by
politicians, and that led to traffic policies that paid more attention to road safety and the interests of
cyclists and pedestrians. First at local level in cities and towns and later complemented by policies on
regional and national level.
Inventing and implementing improvements for cyclists happened very often in a cooperation
between traffic specialists of the city councils and of cyclists organizations. The experiences with
bicycle friendly facilities were and tested and knowledge was exchanged to develop step by step
integral design principle for good bicycle inclusive traffic planning, town planning and spatial
2

The presentations can be found at http://bit.ly/1h7dxzQ
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planning in the Netherlands. In the process, the Netherlands developed a large expertise about
cycling and bicycle inclusive planning.
The Dutch vision to improve cycling is to make cycling safe and attractive for all, to make cycling easy
and fast and to integrate cycling with public transport for the longer distances.
These objectives are now integrated in Dutch policies for traffic and for urban planning.
One of these policies is the program of Sustainable Road Safety. An important principle of
Sustainable Road Safety for cyclists is that bicycles and cars can share the road when speeds and
volumes of cars are low, and must be separated when speed or volumes are high.
To implement good and safe bicycle inclusive infrastructure in all streets is a long and ongoing
process. Some policy instruments have been proven important in realizing good bicycle
infrastructure. A (strategic) bicycle network that connects all main origins and destinations in the city
and is one of them. It helps to realize the vision and dedicate funding over the long period that it will
take to built a bicycle friendly city.
Also effective ways to reduce the space taken up by cars within cities is important to find space for
cyclists. Here paid parking, paid driving and redirecting of cars to ring roads can help make cities
more bicycle friendly.
Making cities more bicycle friendly is not only good for cyclists. It also makes the city safer, better
accessible, healthier and more attractive to live and work in. In general more people friendly.
At present the Dutch are facing new challenges for cycling policy, such as how to facilitate really high
volumes of cyclists, both on the roads as in parking facilities, and how to get more people cycling on
the longer distances (from 7,5km and up).
2.2 Bicycle Basics
The principles for designing for cyclists were explained in a presentation about the basic aspects of
cycling: the ergonomics of cycling and the physical and mental possibilities and limitations of cyclists.
These physical and mental aspects of cyclists, and other road users as well, are the basis for the
Dutch road design principles.
2.3 Bicycle inclusive urban planning
The first condition to make cycling an option for everyone is that essential functions such as shops,
schools, and health care, should be located within a cyclable (max. 3-5km) of where people. Spatial
planning policies are important to realize this.
To have an alternative for the car on longer distances the combination of bike and public transport
can be an excellent option. Therefore it is necessary that stops of good public transport lines are
within bike distance and have good facilities to park bicycles.
Dutch spatial planning often include these principles for new developments.
For urban areas the notion of “nice to be” is becoming more and more important. Companies prefer
their shops and offices to be at nice and people-orientated places. The same goes for where people
want to live. Especially higher educated people and higher technological companies chose for
“people orientated places” rather than “car orientated places”. Cycling plays an important role in
making cities and places more people orientated.
For this it is good to identify which parts of a city have needs and potential to be or become more
people orientated. The city centre, the university and living areas have this potential. If the car is
made less prominent in these areas there are chances to make these places nicer to be. A
measurement can be to redirect through traffic from the city centre , to ring roads.
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A Newcastle example of a place that has been made “nicer to be” and more people friendly is the car
free stretch of Grainger street. For other streets in Newcastle there is also potential.

Grainger street with cars and busses

Grainger street without cars and busses

3. Location visit and workshop
The Newcastle ThinkBike workshop focused on improvements for cyclists on the high potential cycle
route from Kenton and Gosforth in the north towards the city centre.
This route goes through the Town Moor, over A167, along the university and the Civic Centre and via
John Dobson street to the city centre. The workshop focused specifically on the traffic situation on
the viaduct over A167 and the roundabout of Claremont road.
The location was visited in the morning and at midday to observe the situation both in peak hour as
in off peak hour.
During the second site visit three local television teams (BBC Newcastle and Sky Tyne & Wear, and itv
TyneTees ) were present to register the location and interview participants and the Dutch team. On
one hand this was good to promote the bicycle conference the next day but on the other hand it was
somewhat distracting for the work of the Think Bike workshop itself.

At the location

At work at the Civic Centre
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With the impressions of the site visit, their local knowledge and the Dutch principles for road design
the group set out to work in 5 teams on generating ideas for improving the traffic situation.
With the help of the Dutch experts the teams discussed the problems for cyclists, analyzed origins of
these problems and investigated opportunities for solutions.
Some questions to focus the work were:
Should cyclist be seen as drivers or as pedestrians? What does this mean for the place of the cyclists?
Where does the city start, and where do we want is to start? What does this mean for the design of
the location?
Should the principle bike route go through Claremont Road or rather through Lovers Lane?
To get a complete perspective the teams were stimulated to switch different levels of scale:
the complete corridor: its function for cyclists, its connections, environment, origins and destinations
parts of the corridor in particular the road stretch on the viaduct and the roundabout
details of these parts: profiles, curve widths, etc.
And some tips:
make ambitious plans AND spot opportunities for quick wins
zoom in and out to different levels of detail
don’t be hindered by (political) feasibility
think integral: Spatial quality + car + bike + Public Transport + Pedestrian
it can help to think in the order of POGS:
Problems, Origins of the problems, Goals, Solutions

4. Ideas generated in the workshop
During the last hour of the workshop the teams presented what they had come up with, which was
followed by a lively discussion in the presence if heads of the traffic department.
The ideas generated in the workshop, the discussions about them and the Dutch perspective are
described below.
4.1 Are cyclists a drivers or a special sort of pedestrians?
The participants of the workshop jointly concluded that cyclists are a sort of drivers and should not
drive on the sidewalks. But being vulnerable drivers they should be protected against the danger and
nuisance of cars by either giving them segregated facilities or limit car traffic to low speeds and low
volumes.
4.2 Where does the city start?
Being just off the A167 the viaduct and the roundabout have much more a motorway image than a
place where you can expect cyclists and pedestrians. The wide lanes and curves emphasize this.
But as the roundabout and the viaduct form an important link for cyclists and pedestrians the
participants concluded that this place asks for a design that is more orientated on people, and that
the city should “start” at the end of the slipways.
So close to the motorway it is always difficult to make it clear to motorists that they should expect
cyclists and pedestrians and adapt their behavior to a more people orientated, a more “in the city”,
environment.
To emphasize this new environment and enhance the different behavior of car drivers
measurements such as speed reduction, narrower lanes and tighter curves can be taken.
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Some suggestions the teams came up with:
Junction of northern slipways

Roundabout and southern slipways

To make a clear entrance to the city the 30mph
sign comes at the end of the northern slipway.
This speed limit is emphasized by an raised table
at the junction and continuous cycle lanes.

The two lanes coming of A167 are tightened to
one. This gives better view for cars and more
safety for cyclists.

4.3 Claremont road or lovers lane?
This question was not deeply discussed but the prominent opinion was that Claremont road is more
appropriate to have as the main bicycle route. Claremont road is more continuous than Lovers Lane,
runs along many destinations and has a good connection towards John Dobson street.
Lovers Lane has many pedestrians and though cycling is not to be prohibited there is at present no
space to have many more cyclists in this narrow lane.
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4.4 The viaduct
The viaduct

To secure more space and more attention for
cyclists at the viaduct bicycle lanes are suggested.
Whether or not they should be elevated above the
car lane depends on the technical possibilities of the
viaduct.
The group agreed that cycle lanes should not be on
the sidewalks because they have an important
function for pedestrians.

4.5 The roundabout
The present roundabout is very large. On the wide lane of the roundabout itself 2 or 3 cars van drive
next to each other. The entrancing and exiting roads are very wide too. And Claremont road can
drive in a straight line from east to west, without any speed reduction.
The Dutch objectives of roundabouts are to reduce speed and to reduce the number of conflicts that
road users have to deal with at one time. Thus making traffic safer and easier. By doing that cyclists
can have a good position on roundabouts and roundabouts have generally a better flow for all traffic
than junctions with traffic lights. Claremont road roundabout is not meeting these standards, on the
contrary, it is not bicycle friendly and also for car traffic complicated and risky. The teams suggested
improvements:
All teams narrowed the lane width of the
roundabout, most often by making the inner
circle wider.
They also recommended to have the centre of
the roundabout elevated so that drivers cannot
see through and will reduce their speed more

Some teams gave both arms of Claremont at
road more perpendicular connection to the
roundabout. This helps reducing the speed on
Claremont road and improves the sight angle of
traffic coming of Claremont road.
For cyclists from east to west along Claremont
road one team designed a straight bypass.
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The measured traffic volumes on the roundabout 3 add up to the following number of vehicles on the
roundabout:
traffic volumes on roundabout

AM Peak

08:00 to 09:00

Midday Peak

13:00 to 14:00

PM Peak

16:30 to 17:30

all
vehicles
1482
1315
1708

of which
cyclists
49
36
124

%
cyclists
3,3%
2,7%
7,3%

These volumes of cars for the peak hours are all but on below the max hourly capacity (1500 pcu/h)
of a single lane roundabout with cyclists having priority on a segregated cycle track. 4
The figure of 1500 pcy/h is a rough rule of thumb. There is a lot more detail knowledge available
about traffic flow on roundabouts with cyclists. An overview can be found in the presentation
Bicycles and Roundabouts by Rohal Haskoning DHV 5.

4.6 Claremont road
For Claremont road itself the teams thought of a segregated bicycle track, for instance a hybrid cycle
track that has a height difference with the car lanes, to prevent cars coming on it, and the same with
the sidewalk, to prevent cyclists from riding on the space for pedestrians.

4.7 A wider perspective
The viaduct and the roundabout are part of a longer bicycle route
that has high potential for several reasons:
Kenton and Gosforth are areas with inhabitants that are likely to pick
up cycling,
Town Moor is a easy to find and pleasant link in the route (except for
those who don’t like cows)
The university, hospital and Civic Centre are destinations with high
cycling potentials.
There are plans to redesign John Dobson street and there is place to
make this street more cyclists friendly.

3

Traffic counts on Claremont road Town Moor North-west radial provide by Newcastle city council.
Design Manual for Bicycle Traffic, CROW record 25, page 250.
5
This presentation can be found http://bit.ly/1e7Req1
4
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The gates of Town Moor are unpractical for
cyclists, and not only for them.
It wouldn’t be too difficult to replace them
with cattle grids.

Cyclists are not only coming from Town
Moor but also from the tunnel under A167.
This can be considered as another feeder to
the route. It could be better connected to
the route at the skateboard park.
Some sketches below.

In these sketches one can also see ideas for
redesigning the present roundabout near
Skateboard park.
The city has plans to reduce through traffic
to the eastern arm of Claremont road. The
teams thought of turning the roundabout
into a junction with traffic lights (left) where
cyclists have a separate crossing or making
the main route for cars along the corner to
the hospital (above) with a bypass from the
Skateboard park and islands to make
crossing easier for cyclists and pedestrians. .
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The connection of the cycle route to the
Civic Centre and the city centre could be
improved by adding a bicycle crossing to the
junction. There seems to be time for this in
the traffic light cyclus.

The link through the park in front of the
Civic Centre is there, but shared on the
narrow footpath. When levels of cyclists will
rise this may cause problems and ask for
more width and more distinction between
cyclists and pedestrians.

5. Dutch reference examples
As a reference for the Newcastle bicycle route, in particular the viaduct and the roundabout at
Claremont road, the following examples in the Netherlands can be interesting.
https://mapsengine.google.com/map/edit?mid=z9YJjwVm83zQ.kJKkqRN0H76A
also the following examples can be interesting: http://goo.gl/maps/AZ9Rl

6. Cycling in Newcastle from a Dutch perspective
6.1 Bicycle culture and bicycle community
Newcastle seems to have an very energetic and active bicycle community. With active cyclists’
advocacy groups like the Newcastle Cycling Campaign, bicycle promotion schemes, and officers and
politicians who care about cycling.
The Cycle hub is an interesting place combining bicycle retail and rental with a place where cyclists
can get information and meet.
Also the Sky bike ride (last summer some 7000 participants) and other guided cycle tours, cycling
groups and cycling buddies help people to start or pick up again on cycling.
The web platform where new and experienced cyclists can find groups to cycle with, rides to join or
buddies to cycle with is interesting. http://www.goskyride.com/newcastle
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6.2 Getting a bicycle
There are several bike shops in Newcastle, some really fancy ones. Recyke y'Bike sells affordable
second-hand refurbished bikes and repairs bikes for a reasonable price. They are also involved in
donation of refurbished bicycles to Africa.
6.3 Information for cyclists
Newcastle and its surroundings has some quite well signposted routes, numbered routes with
numbers painted on the pavement or stickers on lamp posts. Some of them are part of the national
cycling network.
There are also bicycle maps for Newcastle and its surroundings. They are available for free at several
places.
6.4 Bicycle facilities
Bicycle routes
Newcastle has some dedicated bicycle routes and is working on more. Both within the city as routes
to the outside that serve more for touristic cycling such as route 72, a.k.a. Hadrians Cycle Way, that
runs along the river Tyne and is a nice connection to the seaside and the ferry to the Netherlands.
It is well signposted. At some stretches of this route a bike lane is introduced in a quiet neighborhood
street (see picture below). This seems not needed.
Along major routes
Along (some) major roads there are bicycle facilities, but most of them seem to consist of a painted
track on the pavement.
20 mph
There is a 20 mph regime in large parts of the city, but in streets where the volume of cars is still
high cycling is not the best and there is lots of space actual speeds will be higher.
Cycling on footpaths
When there are bicycle facilities segregated from cars they are often combined with facilities for
pedestrians. (a line of paint on a previous footpath). Cyclists and pedestrians can be combined (such
as in parks) but in the Newcastle situations that we saw the conditions to do this safely are not met.
The space for both cyclists and pedestrians is way too narrow and there is too little distinction
between the space for cyclists, and the space for pedestrians.
In such a combined situation pedestrians are the most vulnerable, and if levels of cycling will grow
both may experience considerable hindrance and pedestrians may feel scared.
In the Netherlands combining cyclists and pedestrians on such narrow paths is quite rare. Cycling in
pedestrian areas, or wider shared zones is happening and well possible. Dutch research about this
can be found at Fietsberaad, the Dutch knowledge centre about cycling. bit.ly/185fN61
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On footpath

Hadrians Cycle way

Bike path necessary?

Same path suddenly disappears

Cyclists and pedestrians on very
narrow space

Cyclists and pedestrians sharing
too narrow path

Townmoor cycle path

Cyclists and pedestrians share
narrow sidewalks on bridges

7. Planning of ThinkBike workshop
The workshop was jointly prepared by two parties:
The Dutch Cycling Embassy mobilized the Dutch cycling experts, conferred with the city of Newcastle
about the content of the workshop and the local traffic policy, prepared the content of the
workshop, led the workshop, and produced this report.
The City of Bristol gave input for the content of the workshop, provided the room, catering and all
other logistics for the workshop, provided background information on traffic in Newcastle, maps of
the traffic schemes and recruited the participants for the workshop. All this was mainly taken care of
by bicycle officer Anne Clark. She also welcomed the Dutch experts on their arrival in Newcastle on
the Sunday before the workshop, and showed them around Newcastle and the location of the
workshop.
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8. Media
The press and the internet reported about the ThinkBike workshop and the Love Cycling Go Dutch
conference in Newcastle
Some links:
The Think Bike workshop was mentioned in several news items of (local) media:
Links:
ITV TyneTees
http://www.itv.com/news/tyne-tees/story/2013-11-04/making-newcastle-cycle-friendly
Sky Tyne and Wear
http://tyneandwear.sky.com/news/article/88092/lets-go-dutch-netherlands-experts-help-newcastlebe-cycle-friendly
More about the Love Cycling Go Dutch conference in Newcastle can be found at:
http://newcycling.org/news/20131107/lcgd-presentations
and
http://unitedkingdom.nlembassy.org/agenda/2013/november/love-cycling-go-dutch.html
Dutch Cycling Embassy:
www.dutchcycling.nl
This report and presentations of the Think Bike workshop can be found at:
http://www.dutchcycling.nl/index.cfm?page=News&view=detail&item=Think+Bike+workshop+and+L
ove+Cycling+Go+Dutch+conference+in+Newcastle
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Appendix 1 program of the Think Bike Workshop Newcastle
Date:
At:

th

Monday November 4 , 2013
Newcastle Civic Centre. Swan Parsons Room

How can Dutch principles for bicycle inclusive road planning be used for a Newcastle traffic situation? That is
the objective of the Think Bike workshop. In Newcastle the bicycle connection from Town Moor to the city
centre will be investigated, with a focus on the viaduct over motorway A167 and the roundabout of Claremont
Road and the slipways of the motorway. http://goo.gl/maps/6BkdF
Program
8.30
Observation of rush hour at the roundabout of Claremont rd and A167
Optional part of program
9.00
Arrival at venue, tea coffee
9.15
Welcome
9.20
Introduction of the Dutch team and the participants
Dutch team will consist of Bas Govers and Marjolein de Lange
9.30-10.30
presentations of the Dutch team,
covering the following topics:
Past, present and future of cycling in the Netherlands
Basic ergonomics of cycling and the consequences for design for cyclists
3 levels of planning: the network level, the level of routes within the network and the lever of locations on
routes. Road safety
10.30 Coffee/tea break
11.00 Site visit
Investigating the problems that cyclists (and pedestrians) are facing at this location.
12.15 Introduction of the group assignments
Applying Dutch design principles for bicycle-inclusive planning on the Newcastle location.
The road stretch on the viaduct, incl. intersection with northern sliproads
Investigating and sketching on a design for the road stretch on the viaduct.
The roundabout
Investigating and sketching solutions for the intersection.
12.30
13.00
14.30
15.00

Lunch break
Working on group assignments, with assistance of the Dutch team
Tea and coffee (break)
Teams prepare for presentation

15.30 Presentation of the results and discussion
Moderated by Marjolein de Lange
Teams present their designs and the group discusses about bottlenecks and opportunities for the designs.
16:30 Discussion on what participants have learnt and what they can do with it
17:00 Closing
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About the Dutch team of the workshop:
Bas Govers is a leading senior transport engineer for the Dutch consultancy Goudappel Coffeng. He
has over 20 years’ experience in urban development, network planning and traffic engineering. He
has led key transport planning and urban development projects in and around the cities of
Rotterdam, Utrecht and Amsterdam and was a leading transport engineer in nearly all major
suburban housing projects in the Netherlands.
Bas made different cycling plans for the cities of Maastricht, Tilburg, The Hague and
‘s-Hertogenbosch. In his approach he is a specialist in integral thinking for bike improvement: from
urban development and network planning to spatial quality and social-economic development. For
the city of Utrecht Bas is working out this approach to bring cycling to the next level and making it
the number one mode of transport in the city. His approach to traffic systems is to combine cost
effectiveness, spatial quality, and functional excellence.
Bas studied Civil Engineering at Delft University of Technology. His areas of expertise are Traffic
Planning and Urban Development. He has given many lectures in these fields.
Marjolein de Lange is an independent consultant specialized in planning and policy for bicycling and
road safety. She works for cities, universities and not for profit organizations.
Marjolein has some 20 years of experience in the fields of bicycle planning, road safety, traffic policy.
For the Dutch Cycling Embassy she has run Think Bike workshops in several UK and European cities.
She is member of the board and part of the strategic team of Fietsersbond Amsterdam, the
Amsterdam department of the Dutch Cyclists’ Union.
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Appendix 2 list of participants

Think Bike Workshop 4 November, Newcastle
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

Neil Frier
Trevor Waggett
Neil Hole
Trevor Mackie
Trevor Male
Graeme Clark
John Cram
Victoria Lloyd
Paul Stretton
Jason Mckewon
David Lumley
Graham Brown
Scott Dawson
Bill Dodds
Heather Evans
Tom Baillie
Anne Clark
Peter White
Andrew Laffey
Callum Knight
Rhys Hamilton
Adam Goodwin
Bali Rai
Muhammed Rehan

Gateshead MBC
Gateshead MBC
Gateshead MBC
S. Tyneside
S. Tyneside
N. Tyneside
N. Tyneside
Durham
Durham
Durham
Sunderland
Sunderland
Newcastle Cycling Campaign
Cycling Forum
CTC
Sustrans
Newcastle CC Cycling Officer
Newcastle CC
Newcastle CC
Newcastle CC
Newcastle CC
Newcastle CC
Newcastle CC
Newcastle CC
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